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• Most of the time there isn’t much to see
• Different manufacturer have different 
storage schemes.
• Desire for a suitable and Open Format
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Generic Water Column Files
The GWC Format
- Integrated ping based packets with TS & sync’d nav and attitude.
- Parsers for Kongsberg, Reson, Imagenex, XTF, etc.   
- External navigation can come from POSPac and GSF.
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Feature Extraction
• Method of feature extraction
– No automatic feature detection
– Provide tools for feature examination and 
visualization.
• Fan View/Stack View
• Ability to control the time range and beam 
range of interest
• Ability to zoom in on the histogram of resulting 
intensities.
– Data sent to Fledermaus for 4D 










• Beam Time Series Curtain
• Ping Fan over time
• 3D Points from resulting features (time 
tagged)




Svalbard Single Beam Survey
• Kongsberg ES60 Survey
– Jens Greinert
– Data collected offshore of Svalbard on the 
RV Jan Mayen (University of Tromsoe)
– Data collected in 3 frequencies
• 18 KHz, 38 KHz, 120 KHz
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Svalbard ES60 Singlebeam  - 18 KHz
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Svalbard ES60 Singlebeam - 38Khz
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Svalbard ES60 Singlebeam – 120 Khz
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Hydrate Ridge
• EM122 Sea Acceptance Trials
• Known area of hydrate plumes
• Interested to see whether the sonar 
would pick up the plume at 12Khz
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FM Midwater – Fan View
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As the latest sonar system hardware 
leads the way providing new 
capabilities it is our goal as a software 
vendor to provide the tools to 




Request the GWC format via email:
support@ivs3d.com
We will post the format on the web:
http://www.ivs3d.com/support/gwc
